Development of a rat solid tumor model for continuous low-dose-rate irradiation studies using 125I and 103Pd sources.
To develop an experimental technique for studying the radiobiology of continuous low-dose-rate irradiation (CLDRI) using clinical brachytherapy sources emitting low energy photons for a rat solid tumor model. BA1112 tumors were grown between the ears of 14-week-old male WAG/Rij rats by interdermal inoculation. A radioactive source afterloading system, which consists of a lightweight helmet sutured to the rat and a nine-source polystyrene applicator, was fabricated for in vivo tumor irradiation by (125)I and (103)Pd brachytherapy sources. This system has a 12 x 12 mm opening in the center to accommodate the tumor and its growth during irradiation (the diameter of a typical BA1112 tumor was about 6 mm when radiation was applied). The spatial locations of the nine sources were optimized to produce an as uniform as possible three-dimensional dose distribution to the central portion of the applicator for both the (125)I and (103)Pd sources. Absolute dose delivered by the applicator was verified by point dose measurements using calibrated TLD in a polystyrene phantom that mimics the scattering environment of the tumor on the rat. The feasibility of tumor cure experiments using the experimental technique presented in this work was demonstrated. The technique was used to study the influence of initial dose rate on the in vivo tumor cure probability of BA1112 tumors irradiated by (125)I and (103)Pd sources at dose rates varying from 8-20 cGy/h. The technique was also used for studying the in vitro tumor cell survival following in vivo CLDRI irradiation of the tumor. An experimental technique using an in vivo tumor model has been developed for studying the radiobiological effects of continuous low-dose-rate irradiations using (125)I sources alone, (103)Pd sources alone, or a mixture of (125)I and (103)Pd sources.